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An impressive phenomenological fit to all of the available pionic atom data

(including so-ca!!ed "anomalous" data1) has been recently reported by a group

in Amstecdam.1 The crucial ingredient in their fit is the addition of new isovec-

tor terms to the imaginary parts of the conventional pionic atom potential. A

complete expienion for the potential is given in Ref. 1 and is not repeated here,

except for the imaginary parts containing the pew, isorecter terms:

ImV, = i m S y + ImB^pSp (la)

for the s-wave (momentum-independent) part, and

ImV, - ImC>J + lmCxpip (16)

for the p-wave (momentum-dependent) part. Here, p » pr+pn and ip = pn—pr

where pn is the neutron distribution, and pf is the proton distribution. Note that

when the Lorentz-Lorenz effect is included, the imaginary part of the momentum-

dependent put is not ImV^ but a geometrial series of lmVf, as usual

Although this new potential appears to have a reasonable form [but see (3)

below], the parameters of this potential derived from fitting the data are unphys-

ical in view of the conventional interpretation of two-nucleon absorption. For

example, take parameter set VII in their paper. In units of the pion mass, the

s-wave part of the potential is

ImV. ,

and the p-wave part of the potential is

imV, = -0.42P,1 - 0.21pHp, + 0.20>,J. (2*)
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With our sign convention, the positive sign signifies a violation of unitarily:

(2a) represents a creation of negative pious by Matron pairs where pH jt 0, and

(2b) represents their creation by proton pain where pr jt 0. In addition to

this violation of unitarity, (2b) suggests the puiiling possibility of the ttrong

absorption of a negative pion by a neutron pair. Note that here and throughout

this Letter, we neglect for simplicity the Loreratt-Lorenx effect in the p-wave

part.

Certainly, this unitarity violation corresponds to a locally unphysical feature,

and, unless it violates the global unitarity (that is, the width becomes negative),

it could be'regarded as a harmless peculiarity of a phenomenologkal potential.

The width is the total width, but as in our case, it can be a partial width when

a suitable interpretation is made. Here, the sign cif each term in (2) is the same

everywhere since pf and />„ > 0, and the positive sign means the corresponding

partial width is negative. The situation can be alarmingly problematic, for ex-

ample, with neutron-rich nuclei that would have appreciable regions of/>„ > pf,

where negative pion creation takes place according to (2a). If pn and pt are

assumed to have similar forms, the width due to the s-wave part of the potential

becomes negative when N/Z > 1.7 « 5/3. Snce the p-wave part is expected to

contribute little to the It-state width, tie Uttl It width of such an atom would

indeed be negative. Correspondingly, the p-wave part becomes mphysical when

We can thus see that in the conventional interpretation a reasonable poten-

tial should have the imaginary parts consisting of negative pnpr and pr
7 terms

without a />„* term. This is, of course, what we expect naively.



Can (2) be considered, however, as effective panmeten deKiibing negative

pion absorption by n»ie than two nudeons? In this cue, tome terms in (2) could

be positive as long as the total width comes out to be positive. This question

can be answered phenomenologicaUy, by reparametrizing the potential so as to

describe multi-nucleon absorption processes and then by refitting the entire data.

This is laborious and time-consuming work, particularly when one does it at care-

fully as the authors of Ref. 1. In this Letter, we describe a general method to

interpret the imaginary parts of the potential in term* of multi-nucleon absorp>

tion processes without going through such laborious work. Applying this method

to the Amsterdam parameters, we find it difficult to interpret the parameters in

term of multi-nucleon absorption processes.

Let us explain our method by taking, at an example, the conventional inter-

pretation of the two-nudeon absorption process considered above. We start with

the reasonable and practical parametrization in this interpretation and write

, (3)

Eq. (3) is the same as (1) except for the (ipf term. This term would contribute

little as long as \2a/[a - 6)| > (AT - Z)/A. Under this approximation, the fit of

parameter set VII of Ref. I gives, in the pion mast unit,

a - - 0 . U and 6 - +0.05

for the s-wave part and

a = +0.16 and 6 = -0.26
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for the p-wave put. These values satisfy the pteceding requirement for the

application of out approximation and ate thus approximate to the values that

we would obtain if we fit the same data as those used in Ref. 1 by using the

parametrization of (3). The above result of the positive values implies that the

resultant fit by this parametrization would be unphysic*!.

Negative pion absorption involving mote than two nudeons is a complicated

process. In order to apply out method, we describe the process by extending

the above parametrization of the two nucleon absorption. The imaginary parts

of the potential are expressed as a sum of the n'k powers of pn and pr for n-

nucleon absorption without the pn" term. As in the case of the two-nucleon

absorption process, we neglect various effects to introduce this parametrization,

such as effects of nucleon correlations, finite interaction ranges, and complicated

spin dependence. These effects are expected to be small in our ca*e of long pion

wavelength. The imaginary parts are written as

...+«B_ l/v>»"~1)=V+V"1*

where

•=0 1=0

We impose the conditions that all af.'s are zero or negative. These conditions

require that AB and A, must satisfy
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nvl0 + Ax < 0 , and (5a)

[n-2)A0-Al<0.

These are the ntctsstrj conditions for the interpretation of the n-nucleon ab-

sorption to be reasonable. (5a) it equivalent to the condition

n>max.{-vl lM 0 ,X, / i4 0 + 2 ) , (5S)

foi given AB{< 0) and A{.

In order to apply these conditions, we use the method of effective nuclear

density. The method dates that pn{r) in the potential can be replaced by either

Pe""J x P*(T) OI Pc"'1 x p(T) practically without disturbing the pionk atom

spectra using the same effective density, p,, for all atoms.3 The ratio, Al/A0,

then effectively equals the ratio of the coefficients oipSp and />*.

When we apply in (5b) the parameter sets of Ref. 1, we find n > 4 for the

s-wave part and n > 4 ~ 6 for the p-wave part. Here, from Ref. 1 we choose

only the parameter sets resulted from unconstrained fits to all pionic atom data.

In order to ensure this finding, we computed explicitly the parameter values for

the n = 3 case and also for the combination of the n = 2 and n = 3 cases. The

parameters were indeed found to be unphysical.

Therefore, the best-fit imaginary parameters obtained by the Amsterdam

group could make sense if the pion absorption process involved four or more

nucleons. We consider this possibility a contradiction to the widely-accepted

microscopic descriptions of the process.
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We have treated the imaginary parts representing only the pion absorption

processes. Is pionic atoms, the treatment is well justified because the reactions

represented by the imaginary parts of the potential are overwhelmingly pion

absorption processes. CHher processes such as charge exchange reactions are

possible, but occur much leu frequently by a few orders of magnitude. Our

method presented here is directly applicable even to low-energy pion scattering

when the width is replaced by the partial-wave reaction cross section. As the pion

energy goes up, however, other reactions become significant and more elaborate

microscopic considerations such as that in Ret 4 are required in order to apply

the method.

After this work was completed, we received correspondence from E. Oset,

who pointed out the unphysical twc-nucleon absorption aspect of the parameters

in Ref. 1.

We thank T. Yamaiaki and K. S. Hayano (or bringing our attention to the

work of the Amsterdam group, and K. Yiuaki for raising the question of multi-

nudeon absorption processes. This work is supported in part by t O E (DE-

FG03-87ER40347) at CSUN and by NSF (PHY88-17296 and PHY86-U4I97) at

Caltech.
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